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George Eliot, Middlemarch. Translated into Dutch by Margret Stevens and 
Annelies Roeleveld (Amsterdam: Atheneum-Polak & Van Gennep, 2002). 
pp. 916. 54.95 euros. ISBN 90 253 1133 4. 
The recent appearance of a Dutch translation of Middlemarch, in a prestigious series of 
classics by a leading publishing house, may well be considered as constituting 'cultural 
justice' , and it is justice long overdue. Ever since the mid-nineteenth century, there has been a 
flourishing market for English literature in the Netherlands, in the original as well as in 
translation. Of recent years, publishing practice has been carefully to coordinate publication of 
translations with that of English editions, for once an English novel is available, there is hardly 
a market for translations. That makes it even more remarkable that there is now a modern 
Dutch version of this great classic, and it comes in a box with a gold-coloured dust jacket. 
All of George Eliot's novels were translated into Dutch, but have been long out of print. An 
erudite circle of writers and thinkers in the nineteenth century underscored her popularity in 
the Netherlands with translations and criticism. The 1860 translation of Adam Bede, for 
instance, went through ten editions and four publishers well into the 1920s. The later novels, 
certainly the translations, never achieved this kind of popularity. One reason may be that, after 
1880, Adam Bede was mostly read as a moralist novel in the evangelical vein, a fixture on 
Protestant school reading lists. The novelist's sceptical outlook, somewhat disguised by her 
extensive ironies and wide-ranging allusions may well have been lost on readers unfamiliar 
with the finer niceties of English. The twentieth century only yielded two translations of The 
Mill on the Floss, one in the fifties and one in 1981, both marketed as nineteenth-century 
classics. It should perhaps be pointed out that ninteteenth-century Dutch is something of a 
challenge to the modern reader. 
The present edition, then, stands as a landmark in world literature, made accessible to a wider 
Dutch readership. As a prominent Dutch critic in a major newspaper has it, 'The novel may be 
regarded as the Reform Bill of literature. The 1832 Bill gave voice to the liberal bourgeoisie.' I 
This critic extensively introduces the reader to George Eliot and offers a masterfully succinct 
analysis of the novel as teaching by example: a small, mediocre provincial town stands for the 
world at large. He praises the probing style that lends weight to every sentence, making 
progress through the novel slow but rewarding. Translation of such a novel is an exceptional 
achievement. 
Another well-known critic in a Dutch quality newspaper, Bas Heijne,2 an author in his own 
right, shares his admiration and his doubts with Henry James, quoting him extensively. He 
admires the psychological realism of the disillusionment of most of the characters in the face 
of reality. The drama of reality is so hard to take, because it is so trivial.' Middlemarch is the 
locus of working-day reality that is the bane of all great ideals. In the end Dorothea Brooke 
still has her altruistic motivations, but they are on a smaller scale. That is where she (and her 
creator) shows great character. 
As in the nineteenth century, the publication of a translation has occasioned perceptive Dutch 
readings of George Eliot's masterpiece. The translation is fluent and colloquial, but lacks the 
broad reference to the world of learning reflected by the original. The spirit of locality, always 
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strong in George Eliot's fiction, is inevitably blurred by translation. In an epilogue, the 
translators offer an introduction to the life of George Eliot and some of the background to the 
novel based on the Life by J. W. Cross, the 1985 edition of the Oxford Companion to English 
Literature, and F. R. Leavis's The Great Tradition. I sincerely hope that the translation may 
stimulate an interest in more recent scholarship. 
Diederik L. van Werven 
Notes 
Kees Fens, 'Provinciestad onder de loep'. De Volkskrant, 3 January, 2003. 
2 Bas Heijne, 'De verbeelding niet aan de macht'. NRC Handelsblad, 27 December 
2002. 
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